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Romans 12:1-8 
!
Introduction 

• Membership is being rooted in the rhythms of a local church. 

!
Transitional Comments 

• I love Romans 11:33: “Oh, the depth of the riches and wisdom and knowledge of 
God! How unsearchable are his judgments and how inscrutable his ways!”


• And I love why Paul says these words. What was it that caused him to almost come 
apart at the seams as he thought about God’s incomprehensible wisdom and ways? 
The fact that God had long ago chosen Israel to be the recipient of his favor in order 
to one day use Israel as his instrument to save the rest of the earth. Paul is overcome 
with joy and amazement that in his lifetime he gets to be a part of fulfilling God's plan 
to save the earth. That's why, in verse 32, Paul says this: “For God has consigned all 
to disobedience, that he may have mercy on all.”  God favored Israel, thus confining 
the nations in disobedience. But now he has turned his heart to the nations to show 
his mercy. 


• It’s with this in mind that Paul writes the following words in Romans 12…

!
Romans 12:1-8 

1 I appeal to you therefore, brothers, by the mercies of God, to present your 

bodies as a living sacrifice, holy and acceptable to God, which is your spiritual 

worship.  

• We've been given mercy we don't deserve! So we worship God. 


• "Present your bodies" = whole being.   We give God our mind, body, life story, 1

everything.
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• Worship is to humbly present our lives, as a gift, to God. It is not an occasionally  
repeated act, but a way of life. 


• What is sacrificed? Paul has Romans 8:12-13 in mind: “So then, brothers, we 
are debtors, not to the flesh, to live according to the flesh. 13 For if you live 
according to the flesh you will die, but if by the Spirit you put to death the deeds 
of the body, you will live.”  Our sinful ways are sacrificed. Living for ourselves is 
to be sacrificed. Our sinful deeds. The way we used to live.


• Allow me to encourage you: we have every resource we need to obey this verse! 
We are not condemned (Romans 8:1) and we have the Spirit (Romans 8:15).


!
2 Do not be conformed to this world, but be transformed by the renewal of your 

mind, that by testing you may discern what is the will of God, what is good and 

acceptable and perfect. 

• We are either giving ourselves to God or we're being shaped by this world. Think 
about it:


- Sexually-saturated society

- Socially isolated, distant; not communally-rooted (destructive to the 

soul)

- Mean-spirited, harsh, vitriolic, and violent

- Idolatry of leisure and entertainment —> slothful; ugly

- Hypocritical and duplicitous 

- Racially charged - no room for understanding & transparent 

conversations


• Living skillfully in this world requires thoughtfulness, discernment, and reflection. 
Notice that Paul doesn’t lay out specific rules here. It’s on us to be fully aware of 
our surroundings and the subtle ways our society seeks to overthrow our souls. 
“At the center of genuine Christianity is a mind that is awake, alert, not content 
to take a few guidelines off the peg but determined to understand why human 
life is meant to be lived in one way rather than another.” - N.T. Wright


• God’s will is nothing but good, acceptable, and perfect. No better way to live.

!
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3 For by the grace given to me I say to everyone among you not to think of 

himself more highly than he ought to think, but to think with sober judgment, 

each according to the measure of faith that God has assigned. 

• There is no subject change here. Paul's still thinking about how to live a life of 
worshipful abandonment to God. How to give. So he digs deeper…


• Be careful to avoid overestimating our strength. There’s nothing that special 
about you or me. Billions have gone before you and failed. The “Hall of Faith,” 
as it is called in Hebrews 11 - a chapter-long inventory of the heroes of our faith 
-  is filled with broken, immoral people who were sustained by their trust in God 
alone. You are in danger! To relax our guard is to strengthen our pride. We must 
respect the dangers of this world.


• One of the most overlooked, but essential traits of a renewed mind is learning 
how to think rightly about ourselves:


- In two decades of ministry, I have never had a person tell me that he 
anticipates that his marriage is headed to a dark place if he and his 
wife don’t get some pastoral counsel immediately;


- I have rarely had anyone request a meeting with me because he was 
disturbed by his increased momentum into a life of pornography;


- No one has ever asked for some coaching in order to uproot a seed of 
bitterness towards someone in order to do everything possible to 
salvage that relationship.


- Gang, I know these conversations are scary. But if you’re more 
frightened of me or our leaders or a godly friend than you are of Satan, 
you’re in deep trouble. Following Jesus takes bravery. Our biggest 
threat is our pride.


• “Think with sober judgment,” Paul says. It’s not unchristian to admit, as broken 
followers of Jesus who live in a degrading world, that we are fragile and 
vulnerable. This sober awareness is exactly what leads us to draw near to God, 
therefore making us “more than conquerors through him who loved us,” as Paul 
said in Romans 8:37.
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• But still, none of us can keep our guard up on our own. At some point, even the 
strongest among us will drop his hands. Even the strongest will surrender to her 
flesh. No one can muster the continuous energy to stay sober, focused, and 
driven. "But, Chris, didn't you just say that we have all the resources we need?"  
Yes, but the question is, are you using those resources? And this is what leads 
into the next several verses…


!
4-5 For as in one body we have many members, and the members do not all have 

the same function, 5 so we, though many, are one body in Christ, and individually 

members one of another. 

• Again, Paul still has in mind believers GIVING themselves to God. And there is 
possibly no more practical a way to give ourselves to God than to give ourselves 
to each other, to our church.


• Because we are born by the Spirit, we are Jesus’s body parts. And we are joined 
together onto him, in him. 


• But how do we give ourselves to each other?

!
6-8 Having gifts that differ according to the grace given to us, let us use them: if 

prophecy, in proportion to our faith; 7 if service, in our serving; the one who 

teaches, in his teaching; 8 the one who exhorts, in his exhortation; the one who 

contributes, in generosity; the one who leads, with zeal; the one who does acts of 

mercy, with cheerfulness. 

• Giving mustn’t be for our own benefit. We grow by giving to others. But God 
does intend that we become the receivers of these gifts! 


- To receive words from the Holy Spirit as others prophecy to us;

- to be strengthened through another person's thoughtful service unto 

us;

- to be skillfully taught by a person gifted to teach;

- to be encouraged (exhorted) when we're feeling discouraged;

- to be the beneficiary of a giver's generosity;
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- to be coached by a leader;

- and to receive merciful words and acts on a dark day.


• But this requires that we fully invest ourselves in our church:

- Together…a lot.

- Quality time together.

- So that we can minister to one another. Give to one another.

- And the only way we will do this is by embracing a humble posture, 

admitting that not one of us is meant to do this in isolation ("divinely 
anointed limitations").


• When we are functioning in our spiritual gifts, the church becomes a self-healing 
community that stimulates love and good works. (MCs experiencing this)


!
Closing 
At CTR, we consider you a member if you meet just three qualifications: your time, 
talent, and treasure. You faithfully giving in this regard will help us build and strengthen 
the structure of our church so that we can all be transformed together. 


1. Time: We want your time. This church needs your time in order to function as a 
viable family. Please don’t limit your time with us or be so undependable that we 
never know when we can count on you to be with us. Family time in front of a 
TV is just as important as a family Bible study in the long run. 


2. Talent: We expect you to serve your church. There are a number of areas in 
which you can serve listed on the screens behind me [volunteer slide]. Just 
clearly write on the volunteer form of the bulletin how you would like to 
volunteer. 


3. Treasure: And we expect you to faithfully contribute your money to our church. 
We can’t make it unless we can count on your giving. You should be regularly 
and generously contributing to our church. Your giving should be a line item in 
your monthly budget. And it’s easy here. You can give the traditional way by 
dropping a check into the offering or you can give through our website. And I 
advise you to make this a recurring payment or there will be times that you 
forget or other bills might squeeze it out. We feel it when you don’t give. 
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God's done the same for us. He always makes time for us. He gives us his talents - the 
gifts of the Holy Spirit, and he gave us his treasure, his Son, Jesus, who was crucified 
for us.
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